Three-dimensional treatment planning using electrocardiographically gated multi-detector row CT.
Information concerning the amount and nature of target motion is essential for the determination of internal margin size. However, there are few published reports outlining the motion with heart and aortic pulsation. We introduce a method for three-dimensional radiation treatment planning (3D-RTP) by using electrocardiographically (ECG) gated spiral scanning with a four-section CT system. We describe a new approach to visualize internal organ motion resulting from cardiac motion with ECG gated multidetector row CT. Five patients with lung or liver tumors were studied with a multidetector row CT system under shallow inspiration breath-holding. With retrospective ECG gating, only data acquired within a predefined interval of the cardiac cycle are used for image reconstruction. All reconstructed image data at diastolic and systolic phases of the cardiac cycle were transferred to the 3D-RTP system. The shift of the internal organs between the cardiac cycles was evaluated. Cardiac contraction influences anterior thorax, pulmonary peripheral vessels, and liver position, in addition to locations near the heart. Apparent movements more than 5 mm between diastolic and systolic phases were observed in the left ventricle, right atrium, and superior vena cava. Two-phase imaging was useful for showing the movement of internal organs during cardiac contraction under breath-holding. Spatial information using ECG-gated CT has the potential to determine the planning target volume of moving lung and liver tumors more precisely than conventional CT planning.